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Synaptotagmin-1 and -2 are known Ca2+ sen-
sors for fast synchronous neurotransmitter re-
lease, but the potential Ca2+-sensor functions
of other synaptotagmins in release remain
uncharacterized. We now show that besides
synaptotagmin-1 and -2, only synaptotagmin-9
(also called synaptotagmin-5) mediates fast
Ca2+ triggering of release. Release induced by
the three different synaptotagmin Ca2+ sensors
exhibits distinct kinetics and apparent Ca2+ sen-
sitivities, suggesting that the synaptotagmin
isoform expressed by a neuron determines the
release properties of its synapses. Conditional
knockout mice producing GFP-tagged synap-
totagmin-9 revealed that synaptotagmin-9 is
primarily expressed in the limbic system and
striatum. Acute deletion of synaptotagmin-9 in
striatal neurons severely impaired fast synchro-
nous release without changing the size of the
readily-releasable vesicle pool. These data
show that in mammalian brain, only synaptotag-
min-1, -2, and -9 function as Ca2+ sensors for
fast release, and that these synaptotagmins
are differentially expressed to confer distinct
release properties onto synapses formed by
defined subsets of neurons.
INTRODUCTION
Neurotransmitter release by synaptic vesicle exocytosis
initiates synaptic transmission in a fast and tightly regu-
lated reaction. Two forms of neurotransmitter release
have been described: fast synchronous and slow asyn-
chronous release (Goda and Stevens, 1994; Geppert
et al., 1994). The probability and kinetics of synchronous
release differ substantially between synapses in a mannerthat cannot be accounted for by differences in their size or
the number of docked vesicles (e.g., see Xu-Friedman
et al., 2001; Millar et al., 2005). Similarly, the amount of
asynchronous release (which is primarily activated during
and following high-frequency stimulus trains) also varies in
a synapse-specific manner (e.g., see Atluri and Regehr,
1998; Lu and Trussell, 2000; Hefft and Jonas, 2005; Borst
and Sakmann, 1996; Taschenberger et al., 2002; Sakaba,
2006). The molecular basis for these differences among
synapses, however, remains unclear.
It is thought that fast synchronous neurotransmitter re-
lease is mediated by Ca2+ binding to synaptotagmin-1 or
-2 (Geppert et al., 1994; Fernandez-Chacon et al., 2001;
Pang et al., 2006a, 2006b), and that this is an evolutionarily
conserved function of synaptotagmin-1 (Mackler et al.,
2002; Yoshihara and Littleton, 2002). Synaptotagmin-1
and -2 trigger release when Ca2+ binding induces their
interaction with phospholipids and SNARE complexes,
thereby displacing complexins from assembled SNARE
complexes (Tang et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2006a; and ref-
erences cited therein). In addition to synaptotagmin-1 and
-2, however, 13 other synaptotagmins are expressed in
brain, 6 of which bind Ca2+ (synaptotagmin-3, -5, -6, -7,
-9, -10 [for Ca2+ binding measurements, see Li et al.,
1995; Sugita et al., 2002; Bhalla et al., 2005]). These
‘‘other’’ Ca2+-binding synaptotagmins could potentially
also be Ca2+ sensors for synaptic vesicle exocytosis. In-
deed, three of these other synaptotagmins have been im-
plicated as Ca2+ sensors for exocytosis. Synaptotagmin-6
was suggested to function in acrosome exocytosis in
spermatozoa (Michaut et al., 2001; Hutt et al., 2005). Syn-
aptotagmin-7 was proposed to mediate Ca2+ triggering of
exocytosis in PC12 cells (Sugita et al., 2001; Fukuda et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2005), and to act as a Ca2+ sensor in
lysosome exocytosis in nonneuronal cells (Martinez et al.,
2000; Chakrabarti et al., 2003), although this has been dis-
puted (Jaiswal et al., 2004). Synaptotagmin-9, finally, may
act in Ca2+-dependent exocytosis in PC12 cells and pan-
creatic islet cells (Fukuda et al., 2002; Fukuda, 2004; Iezzi
et al., 2004, 2005; Lynch and Martin, 2007; note that,
following the literature, we refer to synaptotagmin-5 asNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 567
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tagmin-9 as GenBank acc.# NM_019350 [Craxton and
Goedert, 1995; Hudson and Birnbaum, 1995]). These
studies, however, raised questions about the physiologi-
cal functions of the respective synaptotagmins. For exam-
ple, synaptotagmin-6, -7, and -9 are primarily expressed
in brain, but no publication has examined whether these
synaptotagmins act in synaptic vesicle exocytosis, the
predominant form of Ca2+-triggered exocytosis in brain.
Moreover, most of the previous studies employed trans-
fected or permeabilized cells instead of a physiological
assay system. The potential problem of the transfection
approach is illustrated by the fact that transfected PC12
cell experiments described synaptotagmin-4 as a Ca2+
sensor (Wang et al., 2003) even though synaptotagmin-4
does not bind Ca2+ (Dai et al., 2004).
In the present study, we have investigated the role of
Ca2+-binding synaptotagmins in synaptic vesicle exocyto-
sis. Using rescue experiments in synaptotagmin-1-defi-
cient neurons, we show that synaptotagmin-9 is the only
other synaptotagmin that functions as a Ca2+ sensor in
synaptic vesicle exocytosis. This result was surprising
considering the proposed Ca2+ sensor function of other
synaptotagmins, and unexpected in view of earlier conclu-
sions suggesting that synaptotagmin-9 acts as a Ca2+
sensor in dense-core vesicle exocytosis, but not in synap-
tic vesicle exocytosis (Fukuda, 2006). In comparing the
properties of release mediated by synaptotagmin-1, -2,
and -9 in synaptotagmin-1-deficient neurons, we found
dramatic differences in their Ca2+ sensor properties, sug-
gesting that in a given neuron, expression of a particular
synaptotagmin isoform dictates the properties of release
at its synapses. Finally, to test whether the rescue exper-
iments reflected the physiological function of synaptotag-
min-9, we generated conditional knockout (KO) mice that
express GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9. We show that
synaptotagmin-9 is primarily expressed in the limbic sys-
tem and striatum, brain areas that are involved in emo-
tional and reward behaviors and in the integration of cor-
tical information. Electrophysiological analyses of striatal
neurons in which synaptotagmin-9 expression was
acutely deleted confirmed that synaptotagmin-9 functions
as the major Ca2+ sensor for fast release in these neurons.
Thus, our data suggest that only three synaptotagmin iso-
forms mediate Ca2+ triggering of fast release, and that
these isoforms are expressed in a pattern consistent
with differential functions in the triggering of release.
RESULTS
Systematic Screen of Synaptotagmins for Rescue
of the Synaptotagmin-1 KO Phenotype
Previous studies showed that the synaptotagmin-1 KO
phenotype (loss of fast synchronous release) can be res-
cued by expression of synaptotagmin-1 and -2 (Stevens
and Sullivan, 2003; Nagy et al., 2006). However, the pos-
sible Ca2+-sensor functions of the other six Ca2+ binding
synaptotagmins (syntaptotagmin-3, -5, -6, -7, -9, and -10)568 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.were not examined. We therefore performed a systematic
rescue experiment in synaptotagmin-1-deficient neurons
using lentiviral expression of synaptotagmin-2, -3, -5, -6,
-7, - 9, and -10,with synaptotagmin-1 as a positive control.
We cultured cortical neurons from newborn synapto-
tagmin-1 KOmice, infected the neurons at 4 DIV with lenti-
viruses expressing various synaptotagmins, and recorded
IPSCs fromtheseneuronsat14–18DIV (Figure1A;Maximov
et al., 2007a). As expected, deletion of synaptotagmin-1
almost completely abolished the fast synchronous
component of IPSCs evoked by single action potentials,
resulting in a decreased IPSC amplitude (Figure 1B) and
synaptic charge transfer (Figure 1C; see Table S1 in the
Supplemental Data). Strikingly, only synaptotagmin-1, -2,
and -9 were able to rescue the fast synchronous compo-
nent of the IPSC in synaptotagmin-1-deficient neurons
(Figures 1A–1C). In synaptotagmin-1-deficient neurons,
synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9 rescued both the amount of
synaptic transmission (Figures 1B and 1C) and the fast
kinetics of release as indicated by the charge integration
curve (Figure 1D). This activity was not limited to IPSCs
since synaptotagmin-9 also rescued EPSCs (see Figures
S1A and S1B in the Supplemental Data).
Using IPSC recordings, we next examined the ability of
the various Ca2+-binding synaptotagmins to rescue the
synaptotagmin-1 KO phenotype during high-frequency
stimulus trains (ten action potentials at 10 Hz). In wild-
type inhibitory synapses, such stimulus trains produce
an initial synchronous response that rapidly converts into
a predominantly asynchronous response. In synaptotag-
min-1-deficient synapses, synchronous release is elimi-
nated, but asynchronous release is maintained during the
stimulus train and enhanced after the train (Maximov and
Su¨dhof, 2005), making it possible to analyze the effects
of a protein on asynchronous release. Synaptotagmin-9,
but not synaptotagmin-3, -5, -6, -7, and -10, largely res-
cued the synaptotagmin-1 KOphenotype observed during
stimulus trains (Figure 2): the loss of the initial phase of
release during the stimulus train (Figures 2B and 2C), the
change in the paired-pulse ratio between the first two
stimuli (Figure 2D), and the ratio of delayed release to the
first response (Figure 2H). None of the synaptotagmin
isoforms had amajor effect on asynchronous release, sug-
gesting that theyprobably do not function in asynchronous
release. In the rescue experiments, the effect of synapto-
tagmin-1, -2, and -9 is so large that there is no ambiguity
about the lackof suchactivitywith theother synaptotagmin
isoforms (Figure 1 and Figure 2). In particular, the lack of
rescueby synaptotagmin-7 is surprising given the synaptic
localization of synaptotagmin-7 and its proposed role as
a Ca2+ sensor in exocytosis (Martinez et al., 2000; Sugita
et al., 2001; Fukuda et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2005).
Distinct Kinetic Properties of Synaptotagmin-1,
-2, and -9
Close inspection of Figure 1 suggests that synaptotagmin-
1, -2, and -9 induce synchronous neurotransmitter release
with different kinetics. Since our lentiviral infection system
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Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast ReleaseFigure 1. Systematic Analysis of Ca2+-
Binding Synaptotagmins for Rescue
of Fast Synchronous Neurotransmitter
Release in Synaptotagmin-1-Deficient
Cultured Cortical Neurons
Data are from whole-cell recordings of IPSCs
evoked by isolated action potentials in wild-
type neurons (WT), naive synaptotagmin-1 KO
neurons (Syt1 KO), and synaptotagmin-1 KO
neurons infected with lentiviruses expressing
synaptotagmin-1, -2, -3, -5, -6, -7, -9, or -10.
(A) Representative IPSC traces. The calibration
bar at the bottom applies to all traces. (B andC)
Summary graphs of the amplitude (B) and total
synaptic charge transfer (C) of IPSCs (numbers
in bars in [C] indicate number of neurons ana-
lyzed in at least three independent experi-
ments). (D) Summary plot of the cumulative
total synaptic charge transfer during IPSCs
integrated over 1.5 s, normalized for the total
charge transfer obtained in 1.5 s. Data are
means ± SEMs; numerical values are listed in
Table S1, including the number of neurons an-
alyzed per condition.is highly efficient (Figure S2), the kinetic differences sug-
gest that synaptogamin-1, -2, and -9 may have distinct
properties in triggering exocytosis. To address this possi-
bility, we analyzed the time course of release mediated by
synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9.
Normalized IPSCs reveal that synaptotagmin-2-medi-
ated IPSCs exhibit the fastest, and synaptotagmin-9-
mediated IPSCs the slowest, onset and decay (Figure 3A).
Quantitation of the IPSC onset indicates that synaptotag-
min-2 initiates release 20% faster than synaptotagmin-
1, whereas synaptotagmin-9 initiates release 200%
slower than the other two synaptotagmins (Figure 3B).
Moreover, release mediated by synaptotagmin-2 decays
30% and 80% faster than release mediated by synap-
totagmin-1 and -9, respectively (Figure 3C). These results
indicate that synaptotagmin-2 is the fastest, and synapto-
tagmin-9 the slowest, Ca2+ sensor for release, with an up
to 3-fold difference in the release kinetics.
To obtain a more accurate description of the release
time course, we analyzed the time course of synaptic re-
lease induced by isolated action potentials (Goda and Ste-
vens, 1994; Maximov and Su¨dhof, 2005). We integratedthe charge transfer of IPSCs evoked by single stimulation
over 1.5 s and fitted the resulting curve with a two-expo-
nential equation. The time constants for the first of the
two phases of release exhibited an almost 2-fold differ-
encebetween synaptotagmin-1-, -2-, and -9-rescued syn-
apses, with synaptotagmin-2-expressing synapses being
the fastest, synaptotagmin-1-expressing synapses inter-
mediate, and synaptotagmin-9-expressing synapses the
slowest (Figure 3D). In contrast, the time constant of the
second phase of release and the relative contributions of
the two phases to release were not significantly different
among synapses expressing the various synaptotagmins
(Table S1; please note that the two kinetically defined
phases do not directly correspond to synchronous and
asynchronous release). Considering the importance of
the timing of release for synaptic signaling, the differences
in the IPSC time course between synaptotagmin-1-, -2-,
and -9-expressing synapses are highly significant. A
potential worry about these results may be that they are,
like all synaptic physiology, based on postsynaptic re-
sponses that represent an indirect reflection of release,
and that they may report on postsynaptic changes in theNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 569
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Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast ReleaseFigure 2. Synaptotagmin-9 Rescues the Synaptotagmin-1 KO Phenotype during High-Frequency Stimulus Trains
As in Figure 1, data depict the results of IPSC recordings in cultured cortical neurons. Data are from wild-type neurons (WT), naive synaptotagmin-1
KO neurons (Syt1 KO), and synaptotagmin-1 KO neurons infected with lentiviruses expressing synaptotagmin-1, -3, -5, -6, -7, -9, or -10 (Syt1 Rescue,
Syt3 Rescue, etc.), except that IPSCs were evoked by a 1 s/10 Hz stimulus train. (A) Representative IPSC traces. (B) Integrated cumulative synaptic
charge transfer during the stimulus train. (C) Plots of the amplitudes of the synchronous IPSC components as a function of time in the indicated types
of neurons. Note the differences in scale. (D–H) Summary graphs of the paired-pulse ratio (D, ratio of the first to the second IPSC amplitude), total
synaptic charge transfer (E, from 0–4 s), delayed release (F, from 1–4 s), initial release (G, release during the first 100 ms), and the ratio of delayed
release to total synaptic charge transfer (H). Number of cells analyzed in at least three independent cultures is shown in the bottom of the bars in
(D) (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). Data are means ± SEMs.570 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Mediated by Synaptotagmin-1, -2, or -9
Data are from whole-cell recordings of IPSCs
evoked by isolated action potentials in synap-
totagmin-1 KO neurons infected with lentivi-
ruses expressing synaptotagmin-1, -2, or -9
(see Table S1 for a complete list of all numerical
data of the electrophysiological results). (A–C)
Analyses of IPSC kinetics. (A) depicts repre-
sentative normalized traces at two different
temporal scales. (B) and (C) display quantita-
tions of the rise-to-peak (B) and decay (C)
times of the IPSCs (in this and all other graphs:
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001). (D) Normal-
ized cumulative synaptic charge transfer in re-
sponse to isolated action potentials, integrated
and averaged over 1.5 s. (E and F) Summary
graphs of the fast time constants (tfast; E) and
the relative contributions of the fast and slow
phase of release (F) determined by fitting the
cumulative synaptic charge transfer data to
a two-exponential function. Data are from five
(for synaptotagmin-9 rescues) or three (for syn-
aptotagmin-2 rescues) independent cultures,
with the number of neurons monitored dis-
played in the graphs in (E). (G andH) Represen-
tative traces (G) and summary graphs (H) of
Ca2+ titration experiments of cortical neurons
from synaptotagmin-1 KO mice expressing
synaptotagmin-1, -2, or -9. IPSC amplitudes
were determined by whole-cell recordings as
a function of the extracellular Ca2+ concentra-
tion, [Ca2+]ex. Each neuron was analyzed only
for a single Ca2+ concentration. Data are
means ± SEMs.cultured neurons expressing the various synaptotagmins.
However, the only difference between the synapses ana-
lyzed here is the expression of the respective synaptotag-
min isoform. Since all of these synaptotagmins appear to
be exclusively localized to presynaptic terminals (Pang
et al., 2006b; see also Figure 6 below), and since the
second phase of release—which is mediated by the
same postsynaptic apparatus as the first phase—is
unchanged, it is likely thatwe aremonitoring an exclusively
presynaptic process.
Differences in Ca2+ Sensitivity between
Synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9
We next tested whether the Ca2+ dependence of release
differs in synaptotagmin-1-, -2-, and -9-expressing syn-
apses by measuring IPSC amplitudes as a function of
the extracellular Ca2+ concentration (Figure 3H). Quantita-
tions revealed that, consistent with earlier results (Nagyet al., 2006), synaptotagmin-1 and -2 mediate release
with similar apparent Ca2+ affinities and cooperativities.
In contrast, synaptotagmin-9 mediates release with
a much lower apparent Ca2+ affinity and Ca2+ cooperativ-
ity (Figure 3H and Table 1). These data are consistent with
the lower amplitudes of synaptotagmin-9-mediated
IPSCs (Figure 1) and the unusual Ca2+-binding properties
of this synaptotagmin isoform (Shin et al., 2004).
Generation of Synaptotagmin-9 Conditional Knockin
(KI) and KO Mice
The rescue experiments suggest that synaptotagmin-9
functions as a Ca2+ sensor for neurotransmitter release
similar to, but different from, synaptotagmin-1 and -2.
However, little is known about the localization and physi-
ological role of synaptotagmin-9. To address these ques-
tions, we generated synaptotagmin-9 knockin (KI) mice
that express GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9 and areNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 571
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Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast ReleaseTable 1. Properties of Synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9 as Ca2+ Sensors for Fast Synaptic Vesicle Exocytosis
Release kinetics Ca2+ dependence Localization
Rise-to-peak Decay (t) Kd for [Ca
2+]ex n [Ca
2+]ex Primary expression
Synaptotagmin-1 9.2 ± 0.6 ms
p < 0.05 1
versus 2
p < 0.001 1
versus 9
125.6 ± 7.1 ms
p << 0.01 1
versus 2
p < 0.01 1
versus 9
2.09 ± 0.06 mM
p = 0.205 1
versus 2
p < 0.05 1
versus 9
2.51 ± 0.15
p < 0.001 1
versus 2





not: calyx of Held
Synaptotagmin-2 7.3 ± 0.4 ms
p < 0.001 1
versus 9
88.2 ± 8.1 ms
p < 0.001 1
versus 9
2.17 ± 0.02 mM
p < 0.05 2
versus 9
3.16 ± 0.09









All parameters are based on IPSC measurements performed in cultured cortical neurons from synaptotagmin-1 KO mice that
exhibit no significant synchronous release with expression of synaptotagmin-1, -2, or -9 (Figure 1 and Figure 3). Parameters
were measured in these neurons after synaptotagmin-1, -2, or -9 was expressed by lentiviral infection with nearly 100% of neurons
infected (see Figure S2).conditional KO mice (Figure 4A). In these mice, we in-
serted into the first coding exon a sequence encoding
GFP preceded by a signal peptide, such that the GFP
was fused to the N terminus of synaptotagmin-9
(Figure S3). In addition, we introduced two loxP sites
flanking exon 2, with the second loxP site followed by
a neomycin resistance gene cassette (for positive selec-
tion of electroporated embryonic stem cells) that is in
turn flanked by frt recombination sites (to remove it from
the KI mice). Exon 2 was floxed instead of exon 1 because
exon 2 encodes a larger sequence than exon 1, because
deletion of exon 2 disrupts the reading frame, and be-
cause insertion of loxP sites into a promoter and/or 50
untranslated region of a gene carries a bigger risk of
disrupting its expression.
Immunoblotting with antibodies to GFP revealed that
synaptotagmin-9 KI mice contain an immunoreactive
band of the appropriate size that is absent from control
mice and removed by Cre-mediated deletion of syn-
aptotagmin-9 (Figure 4B). Although the lack of specific
synaptotagmin-9 antibodies precludes an analysis of
endogenous synaptotagmin-9, the dependence of the
GFP-immunoreactive band on the mouse genotype
strongly suggests that this band corresponds to the fusion
protein produced by the mutant synaptotagmin-9 gene in
the KI mice. Deletion of exon 2 in these mice by Cre-
recombinase (Figure 4A) could potentially result in a
shorter fusion protein composed of GFP and the N-termi-
nal synaptotagmin-9 sequence (25 kDa), but no such
protein was detected, presumably because the mutant
mRNA, the truncated protein, or both are unstable (data
not shown).
Genotyping of adolescent mice derived from heterozy-
gous crossings demonstrated that homozygous KI mice
were viable and fertile, and survive as expected by Men-
delian inheritance (88:147:80 for wild-type/heterozygous/572 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.homozygous KI mice). In contrast, less than half of the ex-
pected number of homozygous KO mice (generated from
the KI mice by transgenic expression of Cre-recombinase
in the germline) were obtained (86:192:40 for wild-type/
heterozygous/homozygous KOmice; Figure 4C), suggest-
ing that >50% of the KO mice perish. Homozygous KI or
surviving homozygous KO mice, however, exhibited no
major decrease in body weight (Figures 4D and 4E).
Restricted Expression Pattern of Synaptotagmin-9
Immunoblotting analyses indicated that theGFP-synapto-
tagmin-9 fusion protein in KI mice was only expressed in
brain, and not in pancreas, adrenal medulla, or other inter-
nal organs (data not shown). To determine where in brain
synaptotagmin-9 was expressed, we performed immuno-
cytochemistry experiments on brain sections from homo-
zygous KI mice, using wild-type and homozygous KO
mice as negative controls, and compared the synaptotag-
min-9 expression pattern with that of synaptotagmin-1
(Figure 5A). Surprisingly, we observed a highly restricted
localization of synaptotagmin-9 primarily in the limbic
system and the basal ganglia, whereas synaptotagmin-1
is uniformly expressed in all forebrain regions (Figure 5B).
In the basal ganglia, strong synaptagmin-9 immunore-
activity was detected in the putamen, the nucleus accum-
bens, and the pars reticulata of the substantia nigra
(Figure 5C). In the limbic system, synaptotagmin-9 was
highly expressed in the hypothalamus, the bed nucleus
of stria terminalis, the septal area, and the medial amyg-
dala. Moreover, synaptotagmin-9 was abundant in the
external plexiform layer of the main olfactory bulb and
the mitral cell layer of accessory olfactory bulb; the latter
area (thought to be involved in pheromone detection) is
particularly noticeable because it contains little, if any,
synaptotagmin-1 (Figure 5C). Most of the brain areas ex-
pressing synaptotagmin-9 are predominantly composed
Neuron
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9 KI and KO Mice
(A) Homologous recombination strategy. Ge-
nomic clones of the synaptotagmin-9 gene
(Syt9 gene) were used to construct a targeting
vector (Syt9-KI/KO Vector) containing the fol-
lowing: (1) an insertion of GFP of a signal pep-
tide and GFP into exon 1, such that the GFP is
N-terminally preceded by the signal peptide,
and C-terminally fused to the N-terminal intra-
vesicular sequence of synaptotagmin-9; (2)
loxP sites flanking exon 2 to allow conditional
deletion of synaptotagmin-9; (3) an insertion
of a neomycin resistance cassette (NEO) sur-
rounded by frt recombination sites down-
stream of exon 2; and (4) a diphtheria toxin
gene (DTX) for negative selection.
(B) Immunoblotting analysis of brain proteins
fromwild-type (+/+) and homozygous synapto-
tagmin-9 KI (F/F) and KO (/) mice. A GFP
antibody was used for detecting synaptotag-
min-9. Vasolin-containing protein (VCP) and
Rab3 were control markers.
(C) Survival at postnatal day 30 (P30) of synap-
totagmin-9 KI and KO mice derived from het-
erozygous breedings. Data are means ± SEMs.
(D and E) Weight of surviving wild-type, hetero-
zygous, and homozygous synaptotagmin-9 KI
and KO mice at P30 (D) and P60 (E; KI, n =
30, 53, 30; KO, n = 58, 110, 35 for wild-type,
heterozygous, and homozygous, respectively).
Data are means ± SEMs.of inhibitory neurons, but synaptotagmin-9 is also
expressed in excitatory neurons, as exemplified by its
presence, albeit at low levels, in mossy fiber terminals in
the hippocampus (Figure 5C).
To test whether synaptotagmin-9 exhibits a synaptic
localization, we cultured neurons from the striatum of ho-
mozygous KI and wild-type control mice, then examined
them by immunofluorescence labeling with antibodies to
GFP (to localize synaptotagmin-9), synapsin (to localize
presynaptic terminals), and MAP2 (to localize dendrites).
As a further control, we performed immunofluorescence
experiments with neurons that were infected with lentivi-
rus expressing wild-type Cre-recombinase (CreWT, which
deletes synaptotagmin-9) or inactive truncated Cre-
recombinase (CreD).
GFP antibodies specifically stained puncta with an
average diameter of 0.8 mm in neurons from synaptotag-
min-9 KI mice (Figure 6A), but not in neurons from wild-
type mice (Figure 6B). Staining was abolished by infection
of neurons from KI mice with lentivirus expressing wild-
type Cre-recombinase (Figure 6C), but was retained in
neurons expressing inactiveCre-recombinase (Figure 6D).
All GFP-synaptotagmin-9-positive puncta were also
labeled by synapsin antibodies, but 34% of the synap-sin-positive puncta were not labeled by GFP antibodies,
suggesting that two-thirds of synapses express synapto-
tagmin-9 (Figure 6A; Figure S4). The GFP-positive puncta
were distributed along dendrites as identified by MAP2
staining, further supporting the synaptic nature of synapto-
tagmin-9.
Synaptotagmin-9 Mediates Fast Synaptic
Transmission in the Striatum
We next examined whether deletion of synaptotagmin-9
alters Ca2+-triggered neurotransmitter release in cultured
striatal neurons. We infected cultured neurons from syn-
aptotagmin-9 KI mice with lentivirus encoding wild-type
or mutant Cre-recombinase to obtain test and control
neurons that only differ in the presence or absence of syn-
aptotagmin-9. As a further control, we studied neurons
from wild-type mice to exclude the possibility that the
GFP fusion of synaptotagmin-9 in the KI mice causes
a functional impairment.
Using standard protocols (Maximov et al., 2007a), we
measured IPSCs induced by isolated action potentials.
Evoked IPSCs were smaller in striatal neurons than in
cortical neurons (data not shown), but indistinguishable
between wild-type and KI neurons, suggesting that theNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 573
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Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast ReleaseFigure 5. Expression Pattern of Synapto-
tagmin-9 in Brain
Panels show immuno-peroxidase-labeled brain
sections from homozygous synaptotagmin-9
KI (Syt9 KI) and wild-type (WT) mice. (A and
B) Sagittal brain sections (lateral 1 mm)
stained with antibodies to GFP (to immunoloc-
alize GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9 in KI mice)
or synaptotagmin-1 (ST1). (A) displays the dis-
tribution of GFP immunoreactivity in the brain
of KI mice, whereas (B) depicts the distribution
of synaptotagmin-1 in these brains (left panel)
or distribution of GFP immunoreactivity in
wild-type brains (right panel, negative control;
scale bars, 1 mm). (C) Comparison of the local-
ization of synaptotagmin-9 visualized with anti-
bodies to GFP in synaptotagmin-9 KI mice (left
panels), of synaptotagmin-1 visualizedwith an-
tibodies to synaptotagmin-1 in synaptotagmin-
9 KI mice (central panels), and of GFP-immu-
noreactivity in wild-type mice (right panels;
used as a negative control for the immunoloc-
alization of synaptotagmin-9 in KI mice with
GFP antibodies). The six brain regions indi-
cated on the left were analyzed (scale bars,
100 mm). Acb, accumbens nucleus; BSTL, bed
nucleus of stria terminalis; CA1 and CA3,
hippocampal CA1 and CA3 area; Cb, cerebel-
lum; CPu, caudate putamen; CT, Cerebral Cor-
tex; DG, dentate gyrus; EPl, external plexiform
layer olfactory bulb; HC, hippocampus; LH,
lateral hippocampus; LV, lateral ventricle; Mf,
mossy fiber; MiA, mitral cell layer of accessory
olfactory bulb; SN, substantia nigra; TH, thala-
mus; VP, ventral pallidum.574 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Neurons
Immunofluorescence images of cultured striatal neurons from wild-
type (WT) or synaptotagmin-9 KI mice examined without or with lenti-
virus infection as indicated on the left. The center and left panels depict
the images obtained with antibodies to the indicated antigens, while
the right panels show the merged images. (A) Synaptic localization of
GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9 in KI neurons. The second-row panels
depict a higher magnification (arrowheads, synapses labeled for
both synapsin and GFP-Synaptotagmin-9; asterisks, synapses
labeled only for synapsin; scale bars, 10 mm for all panels in this figure
except for themiddle panel in (A), which denotes 1 mm). (B) Lack of syn-
aptic staining with GFP antibodies in wild-type neurons. (C) Deletion of
GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9 in KI neurons infected with lentivirus
expressing wild-type Cre-recombinase (CreWT). The nuclear GFPKI in itself does not produce a functional change (Figures
7A and 7B). Infection of neurons with lentivirus expressing
CreWT that causes an acute deletion of synaptotagmin-9
impaired synaptic transmission severely, as measured
by a 63% decrease in synaptic amplitude and a 70%
decrease in synaptic charge transfer. In contrast, infection
of neurons with lentivirus expressing CreD had no effect
(Figures 7A and 7B). Interestingly, the degree of inhibition
of synaptic transmission observed with acute deletion of
synaptotagmin-9 approximates the percentage of synap-
ses in cultured striatal neurons containing synaptotagmin-
9 (76%; Figure S4). Analyses of excitatory synaptic
responses revealed that, as expected for cultured striatal
neurons that are presumably primarily composed of inhib-
itory medium spiny neurons, only very small EPSCs (0.1
nA) could be elicited (Figures S1C and S1D). No differ-
ence between wild-type and synaptotagmin-9-deficient
neurons was detected.
To test whether the impairment in synaptic transmission
in synaptotagmin-9-deficient striatal neurons reflects
a change in Ca2+ triggering of release or is due to a de-
crease in the readily-releasable pool of vesicles upstream
of Ca2+ triggering, we measured postsynaptic responses
induced by hypertonic sucrose (0.5 M). Hypertonic su-
crose stimulates exocytosis of readily-releasable vesicles
by a Ca2+-independent mechanism (Rosenmund and Ste-
vens, 1996), but had the sameeffect on synapses indepen-
dent of whether they contained or lacked synaptotagmin-9
(Figures 7C and 7D). Therefore, the reduction of synaptic
responses in synaptotagmin-9 KO neurons did not result
from a decrease in the number of readily-releasable vesi-
cles. Overall, these results suggest that in synaptotag-
min-9-deficient neurons, fast synchronous release is se-
verely and selectively impaired as a result of a decreased
release probability, whereas asynchronous release and
the readily-releasable vesicle pool are minimally affected.
The remaining fast release (33%) in striatal cultured
neurons deficient in synaptotagmin-9 is presumably due
to synaptotagmin-1 and -2 that are also expressed in stria-
tal neurons (Pang et al., 2006b). Previous studies in these
neurons showed that deletion of synaptotagmin-2 causes
a small impairment of release, but they did not examine
synaptotagmin-1 (Pang et al., 2006b). Measurements of
IPSCs evoked by single action potentials or by stimulus
trains in striatal neurons from synaptotagmin-1 KO mice
demonstrate that deletion of synaptotagmin-1 induced a
small impairment of release in striatal neurons (Figures 7E
and 7F) similar to the deletion of synaptotagmin-2 (Pang
et al., 2006b), suggesting that both synaptotagmin-1
and -2 mediate the remaining release in striatal synapses
deficient in synaptotagmin-9.
signal (N) is caused by the Cre-recombinase that is fused to GFP.
Note that deletion of synaptotagmin-9 has no effect on the synapsin
staining. (D) Infection of synaptotagmin-9 KI neurons with lentivirus ex-
pressing inactive Cre-recombinase (CreD) does not ablate the synaptic
GFP-synaptotagmin-9 staining. Again, the nuclear GFP signal (N) is
due to the nuclear localization of the GFP-tagged CreD-recombinase.Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 575
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for Fast Synchronous Neurotransmitter
Release in Cultured Striatal Neurons
(A and B) Representative traces (A) and sum-
mary graphs of the IPSC amplitudes and total
synaptic charge transfers of IPSCs (B) in striatal
neurons cultured from wild-type (WT) and
synaptotagmin-9 KI mice (Syt9 KI); the latter
were tested as naive neurons, or tested after
infection with lentivirus expressing wild-type
(KI + CreWT) or mutant Cre-recombinase (KI +
CreD). Data are from whole-cell recordings;
synaptic responses were stimulated by single
action potentials. (C and D) Representative
traces (C) and summary graphs (D) of IPSCs
elicited by application of hypertonic sucrose
(0.5 M for 20 s) in striatal neurons from synap-
totagmin-9 KI mice analyzed without infec-
tion (Syt9 KI) or after infection with lentivirus
expressing wild-type (KI + CreWT) or mutant
Cre-recombinase (KI + CreD). (E and F) Repre-
sentative traces (E) and summary graphs (F) of
IPSCs elicited by isolated action potentials in
striatal neurons from wild-type (WT) and syn-
aptotagmin-1 KO mice (Syt1 KO). Summary
graphs depict the IPSC amplitudes and total
synaptic charge transfer. (G and H) Normalized
cumulative synaptic charge transfer in re-
sponse to isolated action potentials, integrated
and averaged over 1.5 s (G1 and H1; [G2] and
[H2] display an expansion of the first 200 ms
to illustrate the kinetics of the fast component
of release). Data are from striatal neurons that
were cultured from wild-type (WT), synapto-
tagmin-9 KI (Syt9 KI), or synaptotagmin-1 KO
mice (Syt1 KO). All neurons were analyzed
directly; in addition, neurons derived from
synaptotagmin-9 KI mice were analyzed after
infection with lentivirus expressing either
wild-type Cre-recombinase (KI + CreWT; A), or
truncated Cre-recombinase that is inactive
(KI + CreD). This ensured analysis of precisely
matched neurons in which synaptotagmin-9
was either acutely deleted by Cre-recombi-
nase or left intact. (I–L) Summary graphs of
release parameters determined by fitting the
cumulative synaptic charge transfer data to
a two-exponential function. (I) and (K) depict
the values for the fast time constant (tfast),
and (J) and (K), the relative contribution of the
first time constant in percentages of the total
for each set of neurons analyzed. Data from
all panels were from at least three independent
cultures, with the number of neurons analyzed
for each condition depicted in the bars in (B).Deletion of Synaptotagmin-1 and -9 Alters the
Apparent Kinetics of Release from Striatal Synapses
The rescue experiments in synaptotagmin-1-deficient cor-
tical synapses suggested that synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9
trigger release with different kinetics and Ca2+ depen-
dence (Figure 3). Although the rescue experiments were
carried out in the same synapse with the only difference
being the particular synaptotagmin isoform expressed,
they involve nonphysiological expression of synaptotag-576 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.mins. If the results from the rescue experiments report
on a physiological, generally applicable property of endog-
enous synaptotagmins, we would expect that deletion of
synaptotagmin-1 and -9 in striatal cultured neurons should
have opposite effects on the apparent time course of re-
lease. To test this hypothesis, we integrated the synaptic
charge transfer elicited by isolated action potentials over
1 s, then fitted the resulting curve to a two-exponential
function (Figures 7G and 7H). Deletion of synaptotagmin-9
Neuron
Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast Releasecaused an 30% acceleration of the fast time constant
of release, whereas deletion of synaptotagmin-1 induced
an 40% slowdown of the fast time constant, resulting
in a 2-fold difference between striatal neurons lacking
synaptotagmin-1 and -9 (Figures 7I and 7J). Thus, the
differences in kinetics of evoked release mediated by the
two synaptotagmins when they are overexpressed in
rescue experiments (Figure 3) are physiologically impor-
tant. Moreover, titrations of synaptic responses in synap-
totagmin-1-deficient striatal neurons as a function of
extracellular Ca2+ demonstrated a significant decrease in
the apparent Ca2+ affinity of release after synaptotag-
min-1 deletion, consistent with the notion that the remain-
ing, largely synaptotagmin-9-dependent release exhibits
a lower apparent Ca2+ affinity (Figure S5).
Synaptotagmin-9 Is Not Essential for Asynchronous
Release
In a final experiment, we examined whether synaptotag-
min-9 may be required for asynchronous release in addi-
tion to synchronous release. We measured inhibitory
synaptic responses evoked by a 10 Hz stimulus train
applied for 1 s (Figure 8A). The first synaptic response in
the stimulus train was significantly larger in wild-type
neurons, KI control neurons, and KI neurons expressing
inactive CreD recombinase than in synaptotagmin-9 KI
neurons expressing activeCreWT recombinase (Figure 8E).
Moreover, the synchronous component of the IPSCs
depressed faster during the stimulus train inwild-type neu-
rons, naive KI neurons, andKI neurons expressing inactive
CreD recombinase than in KI neurons expressing active
CreWT recombinase (Figures 8A–8C), and the paired-pulse
ratio (the ratio of the second to the first IPSC amplitude)
was smaller in the three types of control neurons than in
synaptotagmin-9-deficient neurons (Figures 8A and 8D).
In addition, synaptotagmin-9-deficient neurons exhibited
adecrease in delayed release (the synaptic charge transfer
from 100 ms to 3 s after the stimulus train) compared with
all three types of control neurons, although this decrease
was not statistically significant (Figure 8F).The ratio of de-
layed to initial release, however, was increased signifi-
cantly in synaptotagmin-9-deficient neurons (Figure 8G),
and the total charge transfer evoked by the stimulus train
was decreased (Figure 8H). These results confirm that in
synaptotagmin-9-deficient neurons, fast synchronous re-
lease was severely impaired as a result of a decreased re-
lease probability, whereas asynchronous release was only
moderately altered. In comparison, we observed no major
changes in synaptic responses of striatal neurons during
a1 s/10Hzstimulus train in synaptotagmin-1KOmice (Fig-
ures 8I, 8J, and 8K), consistent with the conclusion made
above that synaptotagmin-1 plays a relatively small role
in fast synaptic transmission in striatal neurons.
DISCUSSION
Ca2+ triggering of release initiates synaptic transmission
with an unusual speed and tight regulation that are crucialfor faithful synaptic transmission (reviewed in Su¨dhof,
2004). The properties of Ca2+-triggered release differ
among synapses (e.g., see Xu-Friedman et al., 2001;Millar
et al., 2005); such differences likely confer vital properties
onto synaptic networks but are poorly understood molec-
ularly. Previous studies established that fast release is
initiated by Ca2+ binding to two synaptic vesicle proteins,
synaptotagmin-1 and -2, and that Ca2+ binding to synap-
totagmins induces their interaction with phospholipids
and SNARE complexes with displacement of complexins
from the SNARE complexes (Fernandez-Chacon et al.,
2001; Tang et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2006a; and references
cited therein). However, neurons express six additional
synaptotagmins that bind Ca2+ and could conceivably
function as Ca2+ sensors in synaptic vesicle exocytosis.
Thus, two questions arise: do the various other Ca2+-bind-
ing synaptotagmins constitute a multitude of fast Ca2+
sensors for synaptic vesicle exocytosis in brain? If so,
can the diversity of release properties of different synap-
ses be accounted for, at least in part, by differences
among the properties of different synaptotagmins?
In the present study, we systematically examined all
Ca2+-binding synaptotagmins for their ability to rescue
fast synchronous release in synaptotagmin-1-deficient
neurons, which lack synchronous release. Surprisingly,
we found that besides synaptotagmin-1 and -2, only syn-
aptotagmin-9 can restore fast release in synaptotagmin-
1-deficient neurons (Figure 1 and Figure 2 and Figure S1).
Thus, among eight synaptotagmins that bind Ca2+, only
three are functional Ca2+ sensors for fast neurotransmitter
release (synaptotagmin-1, -2, and -9). It is unexpected
that other Ca2+-binding synaptotagmins are unable tome-
diate the Ca2+ triggering of fast release, especially in the
case of synaptotagmin-7, which had been predicted to
function as a Ca2+ sensor for release based on biochem-
ical studies (Martinez et al., 2000; Sugita et al., 2001;
Fukuda et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2005).
To test by an independent approach the conclusion that
synaptotagmin-9 functions as a Ca2+ sensor in release,
and to examine its physiological importance, we gener-
ated KI and KO mice for synaptotagmin-9 (Figure 4).
One of the potential problems in these experiments, how-
ever, was that the distribution of synaptotagmin-9 was
unknown. To solve this problem, we generated KI mice
that express a GFP-tagged version of synaptotagmin-9
and contain a floxed 50 exon that allows excision of the
exon; as a result, the KI mice are conditional KO mice
(Figures 4A and 4). Survival analyses showed that the KI
mice exhibited normal viability, but that 60% of KO
mice died at birth (Figure 4C), suggesting that GFP-tagged
synaptotagmin-9 is fully functional, and that synaptotag-
min-9 has an important survival function. Consistent with
the latter conclusion, no significant difference in synaptic
transmission was detected between neurons from wild-
type and KI mice (Figure 7). Analysis of the expression of
GFP-tagged synaptotagmin-9 revealed that synaptotag-
min-9 is detectable only in brain, where it exhibits a spe-
cific distribution with high-level expression restricted toNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 577
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Synaptotagmin Ca2+ Sensors for Fast ReleaseFigure 8. Effect of Synaptotagmin-9 Deletion on Asynchronous Release in Cultured Striatal Neurons
(A) Representative traces of IPSCs in response to a 1 s/10Hz stimulus trains in striatal neurons fromwild-type (WT) and synaptotagmin-9 KImice (Syt9
KI); the latter were tested as uninfected neurons, or after infection with lentivirus expressing wild-type (KI + CreWT) or mutant Cre-recombinase (KI +
CreD). (B and C) Summary graphs of the absolute (B) and normalized amplitudes (C) of synchronous IPSCs as a function of time during the stimulus
train. (D–H) Summary graphs of the paired-pulse ratio (D; second over first response during the stimulus train), initial release (E; synaptic charge trans-
fer during the first 100 ms of the stimulus train), delayed release (F; release from 1–4 s after start of the stimulus train), ratio of delayed to initial release
(G), and the total synaptic charge transfer during the stimulus train (H; 0–4 s). (B)–(H) depict data from four independent cultures; number of cells mea-
sured is indicated in the bars in (E). (I) Representative traces of IPSCs in response to a 1 s/10 Hz stimulus trains in striatal neurons from wild-type (WT)
and synaptotagmin-1 KO mice (Syt1 KO). (J and K) Summary graphs of the absolute (J) and normalized (K) amplitudes of synchronous IPSCs as
a function of time during the stimulus train. (J) and (K) depict data from three independent cultures (WT = 18 neurons; Syt1 KO = 27 neurons).578 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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synaptotagmin-9 could almost be considered the ‘‘emo-
tional synaptotagmin’’ that is preferentially localized to
subcortical neurons involved in emotional reactions and
reward systems. This conclusion extends to the olfactory
system, where synaptotagmin-9 is primarily expressed in
the accessory olfactory bulb, which is known to mediate
pheromone mating responses (Figure 5).
The functional importance of synaptotagmin-9 was
documented by electrophysiological analyses of cultured
striatal neurons from KI mice that were infected with lenti-
virus expressing wild-type or mutant Cre-recombinase (as
a control). In the cultured striatal neurons, GFP-tagged
synaptotagmin-9 is synaptic and removed by Cre-recom-
binase (Figure 6), which causes an approximately 70%de-
crease in synaptic transmission (Figure 7). This decrease
reflects a specific loss of fast synchronous release be-
cause the readily-releasable pool of vesicles, assayed as
the amount of release triggered by hypertonic sucrose
(Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996), was unchanged (Fig-
ure 7C). Moreover, deletion of synaptotagmin-9 did not
cause a major impairment in asynchronous release, which
was measured as the amount of release induced during
a high-frequency stimulus train (Figure 8). Viewed to-
gether, these data demonstrate that synaptotagmin-9
functions as the major Ca2+ sensor for fast synchronous
release in striatal and limbic system neurons where it is
highly expressed.
Striatal neurons that depend on synaptotagmin-9 for
fast release also express synaptotagmin-1 and -2 (Fig-
ure 5; Pang et al., 2006b), and deletion of synaptotag-
min-1 or -2 in these neurons impairs fast release, consis-
tent with a role in Ca2+ triggering of release (see Figure 7E
for synaptotagmin-1; see Pang et al. [2006b] for synapto-
tagmin-2). However, these deletions produced much
smaller effects than the synaptotagmin-9 deletion, further
demonstrating that synaptotagmin-9 is the major Ca2+
sensor for fast release in inhibitory striatal neurons.
Thus, a picture emerges whereby three synaptotagmins,
sometimes acting alone and sometimes in combination,
function as Ca2+ sensors in release, with a fourth synapto-
tagmin isoform (synaptotagmin-12) representing a proba-
ble Ca2+-independent regulator of this function (Maximov
et al., 2007b).
The differential distribution of different synaptotagmins
in brain suggests that they may exhibit distinct release
properties, and thus confer defined properties onto the
synapses in which they reside. This hypothesis would pro-
vide a rationale for the expression of multiple isoforms in
distinct expression patterns (for example, the observation
that with synaptotagmin-9 a special synaptotagmin iso-
form specifically mediates Ca2+ triggering of neurotrans-
mitter release in striatal and limbic system neurons). We
thus tested whether three synaptotagmin Ca2+ sensors
in release exhibit distinct properties. We found that synap-
totagmin-9 triggers release two to three timesmore slowly
than synaptotagmin-1 and -2 and displays a much lower
apparent Ca2+ sensitivity (Figure 3 and Table 1). The lowerapparent Ca2+ sensitivity of synaptotagmin-9 may be due,
at least in part, to its unusual Ca2+ binding properties (Shin
et al., 2004), although the mechanism by which synapto-
tagmin-9 triggers release is unclear, and its structure/
function relations remain to be explored. Even though syn-
aptotagmin-1 and -2 aremore similar to each other than to
synaptotagmin-9, they also exhibit substantial differences
in release kinetics, such that release triggered by synapto-
tagmin-2 is nearly 30% faster than release triggered by
synaptotagmin-1. As a result, the three synaptotagmins
form a hierarchy of Ca2+ sensors with distinct properties,
with synaptotagmin-2 being the fastest isoform, and syn-
aptotagmin-9, the slowest. These properties agree well
with the differential distributions of these synaptotagmins.
Synaptotagmin-2 is the only isoform expressed in the
calyx synapse that relies on very fast signaling (J. Sun,
Z. Pang, and T.C.S., unpublished data), whereas synapto-
tagmin-9 is predominantly expressed in limibic system syn-
apses that presumably employ more long-lasting synaptic
signals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Generation of Synaptotagmin-9 KI and KO Mice
The targeting vector (Figure 4A) was constructed by standard proce-
dures (Ho et al., 2003; Rosahl et al., 1995) and contained the following:
(1) an insertion into the first codon exon of a signal peptide from rat
neurexin 1a followed by the GFP ‘‘emerald’’ coding sequence fused
in frame to the N terminus of synaptotagmin-9; (2) an insertion of
a loxP site into the intron 30 of this exon; (3) an insertion of a second
loxP site and a neomycin gene cassette (for positive selection after ho-
mologous recombination) surrounded by flp sites (to allow removal of
the neomycin gene) into the intron 30 of the second coding exon; and
(4) a diphtheria toxin gene next to the homologous sequence (for
negative selection). Embryonic R1 stem cells were electroporated
with the targeting vector, and cell clones resistant to positive and neg-
ative selection were screened by Southern analysis to identify clones
that resulted from a correct targeting event; these were used to pro-
duce mutant mice. The mice were then crossed with transgenic mice
expressing frt recombinase (to generate KI mice) or Cre-recombinase
(to generate KO mice) in the germ line.
Generation and Use of Recombinant Lentivirus
The lentiviral constructs used in this paper were based on the pFUW
vector (modified from pFUGWvector; Lois et al., 2002), a shuttle vector
into which we cloned the gene of interest flanked by recombination
arms for incorporating the gene into the mammalian genome. The
vector includes the HIV-1 flap sequence, the human polyubiquitin pro-
moter-C, a multicloning site, and aWRE element. The multicloning site
contains six restriction sites (XbaI, EcoRI, BstBI, NheI, BamHI, and
HpaI) and is inserted into the BamHI and EcoRI site of pFUGW vectors
by two oligonucleotide primers (50-GATCGAATTCGAAGCTAGCGGA
TCCGTTAAC-30 and 50-AATTGTTAACGGATCCGCTAGCTTCGAAGA
ATTC-30, respectively). Recombinant lentiviruses are produced by
transfecting human embryonic kidney HEK293 cells with the recombi-
nant pFUWderivative and two helper plasmids pVSVg and pCMVD8.9,
using FuGENE reagent required for packaging viral particles. Viruses
were harvested 48 hr after transfection by collecting the medium
from transfected cells, and a 0.45 mm filter was used to remove cellular
debris. Protein expression was tested in the transfected HEK293 cells
to ensure that viruses were working before they were applied to neu-
rons. Neurons were infected with 500 ml of conditioned cell medium
for each 24-well of high-density neurons at 4 DIV, and the mediumNeuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 579
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13–15 DIV for biochemical and electrophysiological analyses. For res-
cue experiments in synaptotagmin-1-deficient cortical neurons, we
used pFUW vectors expressing rat synaptotagmin-1, -2, -3, -5, -6, -7,
-9, or -10. The synaptotagmins in the rescue experiments were myc-
tagged at the N terminus (myc protein sequence: MEQKLISEEDLN).
For conditional KO experiments in striatal neurons from synaptotag-
min-9 KI mice, we constructed lentivirus expressing a wild-type
Cre-recombinase that was N-terminally fused to EGFP and a nuclear
localization signal (CreWT). As a control, we constructed a lentivirus ex-
pressing only EGFP fused to a nuclear localization signal (CreD). The
infectivity of the virus was determined by fluorescence microscopy
of infected neurons for the GFP signal, or by immunostaining infected
neurons with myc- or GFP-antibodies.
Neuronal Cultures and Lentiviral Infection
Primary striatal neurons were isolated from newborn homozygous syn-
aptotagmin-9 KI mice, dissociated by trysin digestion, and plated on
Poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips (Maximov et al., 2007a).
Neurons were cultured in vitro for 14–18 days in MEM (Gibco), supple-
mented with B27 (Gibco), glucose, transferin, fetal bovine serum, and
Ara-C (Sigma); striatal, but not cortical, culture medium additionally
contained 20 mM KCl. Lentivirus expressing various synaptotagmins,
CreWT, or CreD was harvested from HEK293 cells 48 hr after transfec-
tion with the appropriate vectors. Neurons were infected after 4 DIV,
resulting in the infection of90% of neurons as determined by the nu-
clear GFP signal produced by the expressed Cre-GFP fusion proteins
(Figure 6), and analyzed after 14–18 DIV (see Supplemental Materials
for a more detailed description).
Morphological Studies
Immunohistochemical staining of brain sections and immunofluores-
cence analyses of cultured neurons were performed essentially as
described (Rosahl et al., 1995; Ho et al., 2003; Boucard et al., 2005),
and are described in detail in the Supplementary Materials.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Electrophysiological recordings were performed as previously re-
ported (Maximov et al., 2007a). Neuronswere patched and kept in volt-
age-clamp whole-cell configuration using a Mutliclamp 700A amplifier
(Axon Instruments, Inc.). Single synaptic responses were evoked by
1 ms current injection (900 mA) through a local extracellular electrode
(FHC concentric bipolar electrode, Catalogue No. CBAEC75) with an
Isolated Pulse Stimulator (Model 2000, A-M Systems, Inc.). Data
were digitized at 10 kHz with a 2 kHz low-pass filter. For IPSC record-
ings, the whole-cell pipette solution contained 135 mM CsCl2, 10 mM
HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.4), 1 mM EGTA, 4 mMMg-ATP, 0.4 mM Na-GTP,
and QX-314. The bath solution contained 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,
2 mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.4), and 10 mM
glucose (pH 7.4). Evoked IPSCs were pharmacologically isolated by
adding 50 mM D-AP5 and 20 mMCNQX to the bath solution. The read-
ily-releasable pool wasmeasured by perfusing hypertonic sucrose (0.5
M) into the bath solution through a perfusion at a speed of 2 ml/min.
Series resistance was compensated to 60%–70%, and recordings
with series resistances of >15 MU were rejected. Data were analyzed
using Clampfit 9.02 (Axon instruments, Inc), Origin 6.0 (OriginLab), or
Igor 4.0 (Wavemetics). Data were shown as means ± SEMs. Statistical
significance was determined by the Student’s t test.
Miscellaneous Techniques
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting analyses were performed as
described (Pang et al., 2006b; Maximov et al., 2007b). All statistical
analyses were performed by a two-tailed t test.
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/54/4/567/DC1/.580 Neuron 54, 567–581, May 24, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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